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 Economic Growth in Ancient Greece

 by

 Ian Morris*

 1 Introduction

 Douglass North [1981, p. 3] famously defined "the task of economic history [as
 being] to explain the structure and performance of economies through time." By
 this criterion, scholarship on ancient Greek economic history is a strange creature:
 it is all structure and no performance. But there is an obvious reason for this. The
 literary texts that survive from ancient Greece - the epics of Homer, tragedies of
 Euripides, forensic speeches of Demosthenes, and military histories of Herodotus
 and Thucydides - hardly lend themselves to measuring economic performance.
 There are only scattered data on wages and hardly any long series of prices. Moses
 Finley, who did more to elucidate Greek economic sociology than anyone else in
 the twentieth century, largely ignored performance (neither growth nor performance

 even appear in the index of his classic work The Ancient Economy (FlNLEY [1973]),
 while his former student Paul MiLLETT [2001, p. 35] went further still, concluding
 that the "scope for sustained growth in the centuries BC was elusive or non-existent."

 In this paper I make a very different argument. This essay is merely a first sketch,
 but I suggest that by framing the question differently and drawing on archaeolog-
 ical evidence as well as literary, we can in fact document economic growth (both
 aggregate and per capita) across the first millennium BC. I focus in particular on the
 period c. 800-300 BC, covering the archaic and classical periods of Greek history
 (see Table 1 and section 2 below).

 The problem with this argument is that the archaeological record was generated
 in complex ways, and its relationship to ancient economic activity is often obscure.
 But that said, I argue that per capita consumption around 300 BC must have been

 * I would like to thank Barry Weingast for organizing the initial session on ancient
 history at the meetings of the Institute for the Study of New Institutional Economics at
 Berkeley in September 2001, John Nye for his comments on the papers there, and El-
 mar Wolfstetter for inviting the submission of the panel to JITE. Audiences at the Al-
 bright Institute in Jerusalem, the University of British Columbia, Bryn Mawr College,
 the University of Göteborg, Mount Allison University, Oberlin College, Princeton Uni-
 versity, and the University of Southern California have provided valuable comments on
 more extended versions of the argument. Stanford University, the National Endowment
 for the Humanities, and the Guggenheim Foundation have supported the research that
 this paper draws on.
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 Table 1

 Standard Periodization of Ancient Greek History

 Name Dates

 Bronze Age c. 3000-1200 BC
 Late Bronze Age c. 1600-1200 BC (also known as Mycenaean period)
 Early Iron Age c. 1200-700 BC (also known as Dark Age)
 Archaic c. 700-480 BC

 Classical 480-323 BC

 Hellenistic 323-30 BC

 Early Empire 30 BC-AD 284
 Late Empire AD 284-526
 Early Byzantine AD 526- 1 08 1

 50-1 00 percent higher than around 800 BC. I also suggest that we can use the archae-
 ological evidence in three more ways: ( 1 ) We can compare the Greek experience with
 that from other ancient societies. This suggests that at the end of this process, around

 300 BC, Greek standards of living were high; but Greece was most unusual around
 800, when standards were extremely low. The rapid improvement in Greek per capita

 consumption across this half-millennium was largely (though not entirely) a process
 of convergence between Greek poverty and the higher standards elsewhere in the
 east Mediterranean. (2) As well as providing the first real evidence on economic
 performance, the archaeological data also speak to economic structure, suggesting
 that consumption was more egalitarian in Greece in the fifth and fourth centuries BC
 than in other Mediterranean societies. (3) Expanding the time frame, we can com-
 pare the economic growth in first-millennium BC Greece with two other episodes,
 the first between 1800 and 1300 BC, and the second between AD 300 and 550. In

 all three cases, rising per capita consumption coincided with demographic growth.

 I begin by providing a brief sketch of the standard narrative of Greek history to
 orient non-specialists, then in sections 3-5 explain my approach to the archaeologi-
 cal data and summarize the main patterns. In section 6, 1 show how we might move
 from concrete data for different indices of material well being to more general state-

 ments about per capita consumption, and finally to aggregate estimates of economic
 growth. In section 7, 1 briefly compare the Greek data with finds from other regions,
 to assess the significance of the first-millennium-BC growth. In section 8, 1 look at
 some of the specifics of Greek culture in this period that correlate with rising stan-
 dards of living, and conclude in section 9 by relating consumption to demography.

 2 Narrative Background

 The first complex societies emerged in Mesopotamia (what is now southern Iraq),
 Egypt, the Indus Valley (in what is now Pakistan), and China around 3500-3000 BC.
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 Their rulers claimed special relationships with the gods, and organized at least
 some sectors of the economy through redistribution. Palace- or temple-based bu-
 reaucracies oversaw certain kinds of production, bringing goods into the center
 and redistributing them as rations to different kinds of workers. The Egyptian and
 Mesopotamian palace systems varied in details, but similar palaces spread steadily
 through the Middle East, appearing on Crete around 2000 BC, and in mainland
 Greece by 1600. The palatial elites shared a sophisticated international culture,
 linked by letters, gift exchange, and dynastic marriages. Finds of Greek artifacts in
 eastern Sicily, southern Italy, and Sardinia from 1400 on suggest that the system
 was still expanding at this point.

 Around 1200, though, most of the great palaces in the areas that are now parts of
 the nation-states of Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon, and Israel were destroyed by
 fire. We do not know exactly what happened, although migrations and earthquakes
 were involved. Egypt and southern Iraq escaped the destructions, but the entire
 region suffered demographic decline and a weakening of state authority. Egypt
 fared best, and Greece worst. In Greece, palaces disappeared after 1200, and with
 them writing and many advanced artistic skills. By 1100 a major social collapse
 was under way, ushering in a period normally known as the "Dark Age." For
 several centuries, Greece was depopulated, with simple societies living at a low
 technological level. This changed rapidly in the eighth century, as population grew
 all across the Mediterranean, trade revived, and competition between communities
 stimulated the formation of small city-states. Learning from the Phoenicians (natives
 of modern Lebanon), thousands of Greeks colonized the coasts of Sicily and southern
 Italy. Greeks invented a new style of writing around 775-750 BC, and used it to
 record Homer's epic poetry. Monumental architecture revived, and representational
 art.

 The Greek city-states developed peculiar forms of male civic egalitarianism,
 based on the idea that all locally born free men were more or less equal. In some
 city-states, this developed by 500 into democratic institutions, in which all male
 citizens (defined only by birth into the community, not by wealth or any other
 criterion) voted equally on all major decisions. Elsewhere more limited groups of
 men (usually defined by wealth) made the key decisions, but were nevertheless
 answerable to the larger community.

 Sparta, Athens, and Syracuse emerged as the most powerful city-states in the
 sixth century. In 480 Sparta and Athens led an alliance that repulsed a major attack
 from the Persian Empire, and in the same year Syracuse defeated a Carthaginian
 invasion of Sicily (see Figure 1). Athens and Syracuse then went on, in very dif-
 ferent ways, to build up powerful states in the fifth century. Both cities had urban
 populations of 40,000-50,000. This period also saw a dramatic cultural florescence,
 with Greek tragedy, historiography, art, and architecture reaching unprecedented
 levels of sophistication. By the 430s it looked as if Athens might convert most of
 the Aegean into a unified state with Athens as its capital, so in 43 1 Sparta went to
 war with Athens and her allies/subjects. This Peloponnesian War (431^404) drew
 in most Greek cities. It ended when Sparta secured Persian funding, built a great
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 navy, and starved Athens into submission. Sparta then took over Athens' empire,
 but failed to hold it together; while in Sicily, after repulsing an Athenian attack in
 415^13, Syracuse was badly battered by Carthage after 409.

 Figure 1
 Major Sites Mentioned in the Text
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 In the early fourth century no Greek city could rebuild a political organization
 like fifth-century Athens', and Persia and Carthage wielded great influence. The
 Greek states fought bloody but fruitless wars for half a century. These drew in
 the larger, looser states like Macedon that lay north of the region of city-states. In
 the fifth and early-fourth century, Macedon had supplied timber, silver, and other
 primary goods to the more sophisticated city-states. In the process, Macedonian
 kings adopted Greek military and organizational skills. After 359, King Philip II
 centralized institutions under his charismatic leadership and tamed the aristocracy.

 By 338 he had humbled the main Greek powers. His goal all along was probably
 not to conquer Greece but to pacify the cities so he could concentrate on the real
 prize: Persia. Philip was murdered in 336 as he was about to invade Persia, but his
 son Alexander went ahead, and in 331 killed the Persian king. He spent the next
 eight years subduing the empire.
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 By the time Alexander died in 323, the old city-states in the Aegean and Sicily
 were losing their relevance. Hundreds of thousands of Greeks and Macedonians
 settled in the newly conquered Middle East, particularly in Egypt, coastal Syria, and
 what is now Turkey. The greatest Greek city, Alexandria in Egypt, grew to 500,000
 people, dwarfing anything in the old Greek world, and several cities in Syria and
 Iraq reached 100,000 in the third century.

 Alexander's generals fought over his empire for a quarter-century, before breaking

 it into three major kingdoms in Egypt, the Near East, and Macedonia, and numerous
 smaller ones (Manning [2004]). Greek emigration to the Middle East slowed
 dramatically after 250, and the kingdoms declined military and financially. From
 200 onward, Rome systematically destroyed these Hellenistic kingdoms, in one of
 the greatest outpourings of military energy in premodern history (QuiLLlN [2004]).
 Two centuries of war devastated the Greek world, which experienced demographic
 collapse. Recovery came only in the fourth century AD: from then until c. 550,
 the east Mediterranean saw population growth, expanding cities and trade, and
 a remarkable outpouring of wealth into churches. As the western Roman Empire
 disintegrated before Germanic invaders in the fifth century, the eastern (Greek)
 part flourished. But in the late sixth century its expansion slowed, and crippling
 plagues hit the Greek east. In the early seventh century Islamic Arabs compounded
 this decline, sweeping away Greek control of Egypt, Israel, Lebanon, and Syria.
 Constantinople itself twice came close to falling, although in fact it resisted Islam
 until the Turks took it in 1453.

 3 An Archaeological Approach to Standards of Living

 Ancient historians have said very little about standards of living or economic per-
 formance, because most of them have felt that their evidence gives little insight.
 Certainly the ancient world has left no evidence like the documents that fueled
 debates in the 1950s over the standards of living of English workers during the
 Industrial Revolution (see Taylor [1975]). However, since the 1980s modern eco-
 nomic historians have generally moved away from earlier attempts to calculate
 changes in the real wage, concluding that there was too much variation between
 individual trades and towns to make the exercise very useful, and also recogniz-
 ing that even tiny changes in the weighting of variables transformed the outcome
 (see Lindert and Williamson [1983], [1985]; Crafts [1985]; Mokyr [1987];
 Feinstein [1998]; Allen [2001]). In the 1990s they undertook studies of discrete
 indices of well being, such as stature, nutrition, mortality, morbidity, housing, and
 clothing (e.g., Floud, Watcher, and Gregory [1990]; Fogel [1993]; Komlos
 [1996]; Steckel [1998]; Haines and Steckel [2000]).

 Ancient literature tells us as little about nutrition as about real wages, but the great
 attraction of the recent work is that some of the most important indices of standards

 of living are, at least partially, archaeologically visible. In particular, skeletal analysis
 can document stature at death, mortality patterns, and some forms of morbidity, while
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 excavated houses can tell us about the quality and size of houses, and sometimes
 about the assemblage of material goods that people lived with. All these categories
 of evidence have problems, since the archaeological record is never simply a neutral
 mirror to the realities of everyday life. It is shaped by complex formation processes,
 some of them the results of ancient decisions about how to dispose of things, and
 others the results of natural forces of erosion, decay, and deposition. But all is
 not lost: formation processes are archaeologists' major practical concern, and more
 than a century of sustained thought about the nature of the archaeological record
 has produced a robust body of theory and method. Any particular interpretation of
 an archaeological deposit is always open to debate, but the rules of these debates
 are well defined, and the conclusions open to empirical testing (Morris [2005]).

 4 The Body

 A mass of data survives from Greece. Although I am still at a relatively early stage
 of analysis, interesting patterns are emerging.

 4.1 Age at Death

 Lawrence Angel, who established physical anthropology as a serious discipline,
 studied hundreds of skeletons from all over Greece in the 1930s- 1970s (Bisel
 and Angel [1985]). The solid lines in Figure 2 show his conclusions on mean
 adult age at death for men and women between 1600 and 300 BC. There is a clear
 pattern, with a sharp decline in the Dark Age (c. 1100-700 BC), and an increase
 in classical times (500-300 BC). However, techniques have changed drastically
 in the last 25 years. After a period of hyper-skepticism in the 1980s, when some
 paleodemographers argued that estimates of adult ages at death were practically
 worthless, a new consensus is forming that the techniques do work, just not as
 precisely as scholars used to believe (e.g., Paine [1997], Meindl and Russell
 [1998], Jackes [2000]). Analysts now typically present estimates within broad age
 bands, and also produce lower estimates than formerly. In addition to Angel's large
 data set, Figure 2 also shows as dotted lines the results of several analyses carried
 out in the 1990s. They point to lower adult ages at death than Angel's; but the
 distribution through time mirrors his results in sharper form, with a marked dip
 in the Dark Age followed by high classical levels. Demographically, an increase
 in adult women's average age at death from roughly 26 to roughly 36 is highly
 significant, almost doubling the potentially fecund period (Rpot).

 I should emphasize that the data in Figure 2 show adult age at death, not life
 expectancy at birth (e0). The representation of sub-adult skeletons varies enormously
 from period to period. Roughly 40 percent of classical burials are infants or children,
 as opposed to just 5-10 percent of Dark Age examples. This almost certainly
 reflects changes in the ritual treatment of children, rather than actual demographic
 differences (MORRIS [1987], [1992, pp. 72-81]). If, for the sake of argument, we
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 Figure 2
 Average Adult Ages at Death, 1600-300 BC
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 Note: The solid lines represent Angel's results, collected in the 1930s-1970s (n = 433
 males, 294 females), and the broken lines results collected with new techniques in the
 1990s (n = 357 males, 416 females).

 assume 40 percent mortality before age 5, then (using Angel's data) e0 fell from
 23. 1 years in the Late Bronze Age to 22.3 in the Dark Age (a decline of 3.5 percent),
 before jumping to 26.1 years in classical times (a 17 percent improvement). And if
 anything, these estimates of e0 understate the decline in the Dark Age and the rate
 of the subsequent improvement, since in periods when adult ages at death were low,
 sub-adult mortality was probably more severe too. The age-at-death data indicate
 major improvements between 800 and 300 BC.

 4.2 Health

 Steckel and Rose [2002] have recently used skeletons to calculate a "wellness
 index" for 5000 years of New World history. We cannot yet do this in Greece, but
 we can get a sense of some health trends. The patterns are complicated, and we
 cannot always distinguish the causes of skeletal pathologies. Angel paid particular
 attention to porotic hyperostosis, strainer-like lesions on the skull caused by low
 intake or poor absorption of iron. He believed that malaria was the cause, but it now

 seems that other infestations and childhood malnutrition are also involved (Angel
 [1977], [1978]; Stuart-Macadam and Kent [1992]). As Figure 3 shows, porotic
 hyperostosis fell in Angel's sample from 9 percent in the Late Bronze Age to
 6 percent in classical times. In classical Metapontum, the figure was just 4 percent
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 (Henneberg and Henneberg [1998]). Whether because children's diets were
 more reliable or infestations declined, or both, anaemias were rarer between 1600
 and 300 BC than before or after.

 Figure 3
 The Frequency of Porotic Hyperostosis
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 Note: The solid line represents Angel's results (n = 480). The isolated points represent
 1990s analyses (Chania, η = 22; Metapontum, η = 272).

 Angel's quantification of vertebral arthritis also suggests better health in the Dark
 Age (Figure 4). 52 percent of the skeletons were arthritic, compared to 63 percent
 in the Late Bronze Age and 76 percent in classical times. 78 percent of the classical
 skeletons at Metapontum had vertebral arthritis. At Makriyialos in Macedonia levels
 of vertebral arthritis were high in both the upper and lower back in the Late Bronze
 Age and Dark Age, suggesting a combination of routine tasks and heavy agricultural
 labor. Dark Age men did heavier work than women, but women had more repetitive
 injuries, particularly in the forearms. Gender differences in labor may have increased
 in the Late Bronze Age and Dark Age (Triantaphyllou [2001]).

 On the other hand, Angel found that oral health declined slightly between the
 Late Bronze Age and Dark Age, before improving sharply in classical times. At
 classical Metapontum, though, carious teeth were twice as common as in Aegean
 Greece. Caries are normally linked to sugars from carbohydrate-based foods such
 as fruit and nuts, or starches. A remarkable recent find from a waterlogged context

 on Samos shows that a wide variety of fruits was available around 600 BC, at least
 in sanctuaries (Kucan [2000]).

 While Dark Age Greeks died younger than those of the Late Bronze Age or
 classical times, their health, while they lived, was not noticeably worse. However,
 the evidence is meager, and intersite variability is often stronger than diachronic
 trends.
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 Figure 4
 Percentage of Skeletons with Vertebral Arthritis
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 Note: The solid line represents Angel's results (n = 229); the isolated point represents
 Metapontum (n - 272).

 4.3 Nutrition

 Age-specific stature seems to be a very good indicator of nutrition (Floud [1994],
 Steckel [1995]). Stature can be relatively easily established from the long bones
 of ancient skeletons. There are debates over the relative merits of studying adult

 or sub-adult stature and the best regression formulas to use (see Goodman and
 Martin [2002, pp. 18-22]), but so long as we compare like with like, these are
 merely technical.

 The main problem with the Greek evidence is that so few accurate measurements
 have been published. Figure 5 shows the mean adult statures of the major groups
 of skeletons from 1800 through 300 BC. The male and female curves are quite
 different; male stature peaks in the Dark Age, while female sinks to its lowest point.
 The male Dark Age result is perhaps an anomaly (only 12 skeletons are available),
 but the main conclusions to be drawn here are probably (a) that research is at too

 early a stage to produce clear results, and (b) stature did not change dramatically
 across this period. The most striking change is a nearly 5-cm increase for women
 between Dark Age and classical times, although the low female Dark Age score
 is just as likely to be anomalous as the high male score. Differences between sites
 within a single time-period seem to be as large as differences through time. Given the

 variety of ecological niches in Greece, this is hardly surprising in a small sample.
 Figure 5 may be measuring local variations and inter-observer error rather than
 genuine diachronic trends. We must await further data.

 One of the best skeletal indicators is enamel hypoplasia (also known as "Harris
 lines"), defects in the formation of tooth enamel, probably caused by periods of
 childhood nutritional stress. Figure 6 shows the results that Angel collected between
 the 1930s and 1970s. Hypoplasia was common and stable across time; and more
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 Figure 5
 The Stature of Adult Skeletons
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 Note: Calculated according to TROTTER AND GLESER's [1958] regression formulae
 (n = 403; but NB the small Dark Age sample, where η = 16).

 recent studies have documented even higher levels - 78 percent of all teeth at
 fourth-century Metapontum were affected (Henneberg and Henneberg [1998,
 p. 532]), and all teeth at Late Bronze Age Chania (McGeorge [1992]). Like stature,
 these data suggest poorly nourished populations right across the second and first
 millennia BC.

 Figure 6
 Percentage of Mouths with Enamel Hypoplasia
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 Note: The solid line represents Angel's results (n = 257). The isolated points represent
 1990s analyses (Chania, η = 12; Metapontum, η = 272).
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 Carbonized seeds and pollen show that the "Mediterranean triad" of grains, olives,
 and wine was established in the third millennium BC, and has remained the basis of

 Greek diets ever since. But seed and bone evidence suggests that meat and fish played

 a larger part in some periods and some regions than others, and that the quality of
 nutrition varied. It is often suggested that more meat was eaten during the Dark Age
 than before or after, because population decline gave more room for pastoralism. But

 only a few archaeologists have tested this proposition. At Nichoria cereal agriculture
 definitely continued across the Dark Age (Shay and Shay [1978]), but animal teeth
 suggest that there was a shift from rearing cattle for milk and muscle power before
 1200 toward rearing them for their meat after this date. However, the study is based

 on just 18 teeth out of thousands collected (Sloan and Duncan [1978]). New
 pollen analyses suggest that oak forests covered as much as half the land surface
 in the area around Dark Age Nichoria. Perhaps 10 percent of the land was under
 olives in the Late Bronze Age, falling to just 5 percent in the Dark Age, before rising

 to a peak of 25 percent in the third century BC (Zangger et al. [1997, pp. 589-
 594]). At Tiryns cattle were also being killed young (i.e., for meat) in the eleventh
 century (Von DEN Driesch and Boesseneck [1990]). Cattle are more prominent
 at Nichoria and Tiryns than sheep or goat, in striking contrast with archaic, classical,
 and Hellenistic deposits, where sheep/goat are strongly dominant (e.g., Jameson
 [1988], HÄGG [1998], Legouilloux [2000]). This might mean that "expensive"
 beef calories were available in the Dark Age then had to yield to "cheap" mutton and
 goat in later periods as population grew. However, sheep/goat dominated the Dark
 Age deposits at Kalapodi (Stanzel [1991]) and Kavousi (Kuppel and Snyder
 [1993], Snyder and Klippel [2000]), and at the latter site - an inaccessible
 mountain refuge in eastern Crete - breakage patterns show that joints were chopped
 into small pieces for boiling, to release the marrow to make a nutritious "pot liquor."
 The bones were not being crushed to make "bone grease," which is often a sign of
 severe nutritional stress, but people at this site nevertheless needed to get a lot of
 nutrition out of each animal.

 Overall, we see two patterns. First, as with the evidence for stature, inter-site
 variation is as strong as diachronic change. Tiryns has good cattle pasture, and
 people may have eaten more beef there in the Dark Age than at most sites. Kavousi
 does not, and people ate more sheep/goat. Kalapodi was in a wooded area, and
 red deer are more prominent. But the second pattern is that there does seem to be
 a general trend across the first millennium BC toward a vegetable-based diet (see
 Amouretti [1986], [1994]).

 4.4 Conclusion

 I should emphasize again that we have few high-quality data. Interobserver and
 intersite variability may account for more of the observed patterns than diachronic
 trends, and new findings may change the picture radically. But the available evidence
 suggests that after falling between 1200 and 1000, the average age at death of adults
 of both sexes rose between 800 and 300. The frequency of caries declined for
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 both sexes across this period, and women's diet generally improved. On the other
 hand, anaemias declined steadily from the Late Bronze Age through classical times,
 vertebral arthritis and enamel hypoplasia dipped slightly in the Dark Age, and men's
 diet improved. The Dark Age diet may have included more meat, fruit, and nuts
 than these other periods, but pollen diagrams from around Nichoria suggest a low
 point in olive cultivation.
 In some ways people seem to have been physically better off in 800 BC than they
 were 500 years earlier or later; in some ways, worse. Henneberg and Henneberg
 [1998, p. 537] suggest that in classical Metapontum "premature mortality was
 high, they were riddled by numerous diseases, and they were not always given
 medical help ... in a rather unhealthy populace, pain must have been a commonplace
 experience for most individuals." The "Wellness index" changed little between 1600
 and 300; the main gains were in longer lives.

 5 Housing

 Other than the sharp increase in adult ages at death, changes in bodily status were
 relatively limited and involved conflicting trends in the first millennium BC. But
 changes in quality of housing were not. By 300, the typical Greek house cost
 something like five to ten times as much as the typical house had around 800. It was

 bigger, better built, better drained, and had better protection against the elements. The

 contents of houses are harder to quantify, because processes of abandonment vary
 so much and have a large impact on what archaeologists find, but every indication is
 that there was a similar improvement in the quantity, quality, and variety of people's

 material possessions across this period.
 Figure 7 shows trends in median house size. It is based on a sample of more
 than 400 completely excavated houses. The lower, solid, line shows the amount of
 roofed space in the ground plans of excavated buildings, while the upper, broken,
 line shows a reasonable allowance for second floors: 10 percent in the ninth and
 eighth centuries, 25 percent in the seventh and sixth, and 50 percent in the fifth
 and fourth. Very few Dark Age house walls are sturdy enough to have supported
 a second floor, while those of the fifth and particularly the fourth century could
 easily have done so. Several fifth- and fourth-century houses have traces of staircases
 leading up to a second floor. One fourth-century house at Kassope still stood to the
 second floor (Dakaris [1986]); and on Santorini, where a Bronze Age town was
 destroyed by a volcanic eruption in 1628 BC, numerous second and even third floors
 survive (MICHAILIDOU [1990], Palyvou [1999]). The roofed space of typical floor
 plans increases between the ninth century and fourth from about 70 m2 to about
 240 m2 - an almost 250 percent increase. If the estimates in Figure 7 are reasonably
 accurate, house size actually increased more than 350 percent, from about 80 m2
 to about 360 m2. If, on the other hand, we bias the data against the hypothesis as
 strongly as possible, assuming that all Dark Age houses had second floors, 50 percent
 of archaic ones, and no classical ones (which is patently false), the worst we could
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 Figure 7
 Median House Sizes, 800-300 BC (n = 406)
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 Note: The lower line shows roofed space in the ground-floor plan; the upper line
 shows estimated total roofed space, assuming 10% of houses have second floors in
 the eighth and seventh centuries, 25% in the sixth and fifth centuries, and 50% in the
 fourth century.

 do would be to eliminate growth until 400, with typical houses of roughly 140 m2
 across the period 800-400, before houses suddenly jumped to 240 m2 in the fourth
 century.

 In the Dark Age, houses were squalid. On the mainland they were normally
 single-roomed, with beaten earth floors, low stone foundations built directly on
 the ground, mudbrick walls, few windows, no drainage facilities, and thatched
 roofs. On Crete and in the Cyclades they would normally be all-stone, with two
 or more small rooms, and flat roofs of stone and clay laid on timber beams. By
 the fourth century BC Greek houses were typically larger than the average middle-
 class American family house, with five or six rooms grouped around a courtyard that
 provided shade from the sun and rain. They retained mudbrick wall construction, but
 everything else changed. They now had substantial buried foundations of dressed
 stone, painted plaster walls, stone drains, often bath tubs, tile roofs, gutters, and
 complex carpentry. Many had paved floors, and the richest 10 percent had plaster or
 mosaic floors (Mazarakis Ainian [1997], [2004]; Lang [1996]; Nevett [1999]).
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 Across the period 800-300, house sizes normally clustered quite tightly around
 the median. Figure 8 shows the 25th and 75th percentiles. Greek social theorists,
 above all Hippodamos, saw urban planning as a way to create egalitarian ideolo-
 gies among citizens. The issue has been debated, but many archaeologists think
 that the tight clustering of classical house sizes and their general similarity in de-
 sign shows the success of these ideas of citizenship in classical times (Hoepfner
 and schwandner [1994]; schuller, hoepfner, and schwandner [1989];
 Morris [1998]).

 Figure 8
 25th and 75th Percentiles, House Sizes (roofed space in ground-floor plans)
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 Hoepfner and Schwandner [1994, p. 150] suggest that a typical house cost
 something like 3000 drachmas in the mid-fourth century. The house prices preserved
 in inscriptions at Olynthos (Nevett [2000]), a large town destroyed by fire in
 348 BC, indicate a lower price, perhaps closer to 1500 drachmas. One drachma was
 the normal wage for a skilled laborer for a day, or for a rower in a fleet or a hoplite
 in the phalanx. If we assume that men could expect 200-250 days of productive
 labor per year, then a typical house cost between six and fifteen years' income. The
 cheapest house at Olynthos went for 230 drachmas, and the Athenian orator Isaeus
 speaks of a little house (oikidion) going for 300. The simplest houses known from
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 fourth-century Greece, like the one excavated in Block II at the Silen Gate on Thasos
 (Grandjean [1988]), are better built than typical Dark Age houses, reinforcing the
 impression that fourth-century houses represent a per capita consumption five to ten

 times higher than that of the ninth century.

 As noted above, household contents are harder to quantify, because so many of
 them are perishable, and people normally remove everything that is portable and
 worth taking on departure. But if we look at sites suddenly destroyed by fire - for
 example, Nichoria Unit IV- 1 (Coulson [1983]; Catling, Carington Smith, and
 Hughes-Brock [1983], burned around 800) and the cities of Himera (Adriani
 et al. [1970]; Allegro et al. [1976], burned in 409) and Olynthos (Robinson
 [1931-1952]; Robinson and Clement [1938], burned in 348) - there can be no
 doubt that classical domestic assemblages were larger, richer, and more varied than
 those of the Dark Age. Exactly how much so is debatable, but a five- to ten-fold
 increase again seems reasonable.

 Archaeological data have their limitations. One of the main issues for historians of
 modern housing is crowding, but we cannot tell from excavation how many people
 lived in a house. The literary sources do not talk as if crowding was a major problem
 in classical cities (for villages and earlier periods, we have almost no evidence); the
 one time we hear about overcrowding is in Athens during the Peloponnesian War,
 when from 431 through 421 countryfolk would flee to the city while Sparta ravaged

 the country during the summer, and from 412 through 404 a Spartan garrison forced

 them to decamp to the city year-round. Thucydides is very clear that the urban
 squalor this created contributed to the devastating plague of 430-428 (which he
 himself caught, and which killed Pericles). But the almost total silence of Greek
 authors about crowded conditions - in marked contrast, say, to Cicero's comments
 on Rome - suggests that this was not a major issue.

 6 A Simple Estimate of Changes in Consumption, 800-300 BC

 Some of the indices that modern economic historians have focused on cannot be

 observed at all. The most important are clothing and fuel. These were not quite
 so critical in the Mediterranean as in the north European cases that modernists
 generally study, but they still mattered. In winter, owning a cloak was a major
 concern. A standard way to say a man was generous was to tell stories about how
 he gave cloaks to the poor; such stories clustered around many widely admired
 leaders. In some cities, cloak-theft was a capital offense. But we have no way to
 quantify changing access to good clothing. Similarly, in winter fuel for fires was
 important, and year-round it was crucial for cooking and crafts. Modern Greek
 peasants consume vast quantities of firewood (Forbes [1976]). Charcoal-burners
 are well attested in Athens, and one rich man in the fourth century was said to
 make 12 drachmas per day by selling firewood from his estate, employing six
 donkeys year-round to haul the fuel to market (Demosthenes 42.7 (Murray [1939,
 p. 35ff.])). Pollen data, like the Nichoria example cited above, show that forests
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 retreated in many parts of Greece after 800 as population grew, but again, we have
 no way to quantify the increasing costs.
 Despite these uncertainties, the improvements that we saw in sections 4 and 5 in
 age at death, perhaps in stature, and clearly in housing suggest that the overall level
 of consumption rose strongly between 800 and 300. In Figure 9, 1 offer very simple
 quantitative models of how the overall consumption bundle changed across this
 half-millennium. To do this, I make one major assumption, which involves a series
 of smaller assumptions. The major assumption is that in the Dark Age, the typical
 Greek lived close to subsistence. I define "close to subsistence" in terms commonly
 used by ancient historians: average daily food consumption was something like
 1700 calories per capita (more for adult men - say 2000 per day - and less for
 women and children). I assume that much of this came as "cheap calories," in the
 form of barley bread, supplemented by varying amounts of "expensive calories,"
 from oil, wine, some fruit, pulses, legumes, meat, and (in favorable locations)
 seafood. The rich would substitute expensive for cheap calories. I also assume that
 crop yields were low. Hopkins [2002, p. 198-203] has made a good case for 4 χ
 seed as the typical yield in the western Roman Empire. It is not likely that Dark Age
 Greeks exceeded this; nor that they fell much below 3 χ seed, because then even
 a few bad years would mean that they starved. Research on interannual variability in
 rainfall (Garnsey [1988, p. 8-16]) has proved that there were bad years in plenty:
 one of the main reasons that barley bread dominated consumption was that barley
 was much more drought-resistant than wheat.

 Figure 9
 Simple Models of Consumption

 a b'c d

 a bed

 a

 Note: Top bar: c. 800 BC; middle bar: c. 300 BC, making minimal assumptions; bot-
 tom bar, c. 300 BC, making maximal assumptions. In each diagram, area a represents
 basic consumption (food, seed, fuel); b is housing; c is clothing and household goods;
 and d is tax and rent.

 These assumptions can be challenged, but they seem consistent with the poverty of
 the archaeological record. In line with them, the top bar in Figure 9 shows the hypo-
 thetical consumption bundle of an imaginary typical Greek around 800 BC, broken
 into 100 units. Of these, 80 go to "basic" consumption (area a) - food (for humans
 and animals), seed, and fuel. It is very common in historically and ethnographically
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 documented agrarian societies for the primary agricultural producers to consume
 75-80 percent of their output at the point of production, in the form of food and seed:

 I suggest that the same was true in Dark Age Greece. Housing (area b) accounts for
 just 5 units (averaged out across a lifetime, and including both new constructions
 and maintenance); clothing and household goods (area c) another 5; and tax and
 rent (area d) the final 10. "Tax and rent" are broadly defined as mechanisms sucking
 wealth out of the primary producing unit, the household. They cover everything
 from largely voluntary contributions to religious festivals, through customary dues
 and services for landowners, to labor on building projects or in wars. Dark Age
 Greece was a simple society, but there were some large buildings, and there was
 fighting. All this had to be paid for.

 I have already commented that we completely lack evidence for some of these
 categories: we do not know what rents were in Dark Age Greece, or what people
 spent on clothing. But the crucial question is always: How wrong can this model
 be? If I am right that Dark Age Greeks on the whole lived close to subsistence, and

 if I am right that their agricultural technology was primitive, then the 80-unit figure

 must be more or less right; and if we accept this, then there is not much left for
 housing, clothing, and tax and rent. The numbers in the top bar are consistent with

 what historians have observed in other societies at a comparable technological and
 organizational level (e.g., Cipolla [1976, p. 27^5]). We can tinker with categories
 b-d, but cannot change them very much.

 The middle and lower bars, showing equivalent hypothetical consumption bundles
 around 300 BC, build on the top bar by factoring in the empirical data for changes
 in nutrition and housing that I summarized in sections 4 and 5. The basic question
 is how much consumption levels must have changed to produce the results we
 observe archaeologically. The difficulty, of course, is that we have no independent
 evidence on the price elasticity of different goods in ancient Greece. I offer two
 reconstructions, one (the middle bar) minimizing the scale of changes since the
 ninth century, the other (the bottom bar) making more generous estimates. In the
 middle bar, basic consumption increases just 12.5 percent, from 80 to 90 units; in
 the bottom bar it increases 25 percent, to 100 units. Housing increases somewhere
 between five-fold, from 5 to 25 units, and ten-fold, from 5 to 50 units. Clothing and
 goods doubles in the minimal model, from 5 to 10 units, and triples in the second
 model, going to 15 units.

 Tax and rent are more complicated. They involve different problems from the
 data I presented in sections 4 and 5: there the challenge was to get a sample large
 enough to deduce statistically significant estimates of mean per capita consumption.
 When talking about communal spending - on temples, wars, fortifications, public
 sacrifices, etc. - we have to work in the opposite direction, first forming an overall
 sense of the Greeks' total spending, then dividing it by changes in population
 size. This is much more difficult, because (a) the database is enormous, and (b) it
 is incomplete in unpredictable ways, requiring constant guesses. But once again,
 some general trends are clear. Spending exploded: the Parthenon alone, built in
 Athens between 447 and 432, cost more than all the temples of archaic Corinth
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 combined (Salmon [2001]), and Athens spent 45,000-50,000 talents fighting the
 Peloponnesian War. In aggregate the fortifications built in fourth-century Greece
 cost far more than this, not to mention all the statues, fountain-houses, gymnasia,
 and other public amenities. Of course, much of this spending fed back into the
 basic subsistence category by going to pay soldiers, stonemasons, etc. Further, the
 nature of extraction changed. Probably fewer Greeks paid simple rents than in the
 Dark Age, since there was a trend toward independent freeholding citizens. More
 extraction went on through indirect taxes (especially harbor and market dues, which
 formed the main source of state revenue in almost every documented city-state).
 I have not yet collected these data in the detail that is necessary, but in the middle

 and bottom bars in Figure 9, 1 try to show the range of plausible preliminary esti-
 mates. I suggest that extraction through tax and rent increased at least 150 percent,
 but not more than 200 percent (i.e., from 10 units to 25-30 units).
 Depending on which assumptions we use, we get overall per capita increases in
 typical consumption between 800 and 300 BC of 50 to 95 percent. In our own age,
 when we have seen per capita consumption double in a decade in China and Indone-
 sia, this seems trivial; but by ancient standards, it ranks as a major transformation.
 Eric Jones [2000] famously argued that the world before the eighteenth century
 saw episodes of "growth recurring," in which economies would expand, sometimes
 raising standards of living. He singled out Sung China as the most important such
 event. The western Roman Empire between 200 BC and AD 200 was another (see
 Scheidel [2004]), and Hopkins [2002] and Saller [2002] have estimated that it
 saw improvements of a rather similar order to those proposed here for Greece. Aver-
 aged out across 500 years, the improvement in living standards illustrated in Figure 9

 comes to 0.07-0.14 percent per annum, which we might compare to 0.2 percent
 for Holland in the period 1580-1820, and 1.2 percent for the UK between 1820
 and 1920. The performance of the Greek economy in the first millennium BC was
 a whole order of magnitude lower than that of post-Industrial Revolution Britain,
 but it bears comparison with the some of the most dynamic pre-industrial economies
 that we know of.

 When we move from per capita consumption to aggregate consumption, the pic-
 ture is even more remarkable. Ancient texts preserve many numbers that can be used

 for population estimates, although they are highly problematic, and come mostly
 from the fifth century BC onward. Karl Julius Beloch collected the evidence long
 ago (Beloch [1886], [1889]). Archaeology and more systematic use of demo-
 graphic theory now allow for longer-term and more robust estimates (see especially
 Scheidel [2001a], [2001b], [2001c], [2003], [2006]), although it is surprising how
 often Beloch's figures turn out to be roughly correct.
 The most important technique for archaeological estimates of population is inten-
 sive surface survey, collecting materials on the surface to produce maps of changing
 settlement patterns across the whole of human history. This technique involves many
 tricky interpretive issues, from geomorphology to rates of discard and problems of
 dating (see Sbonias [1999]), but in the last twenty years archaeologists have built
 up a large and impressively consistent body of results. Figure 10 shows my very
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 rough estimate of total Greek population trends, 800-300, covering the Aegean and
 the colonies in southern Italy and Sicily. This draws on Beloch's study of the texts,
 the most recent survey data, and relevant excavations. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the
 results and population estimates of two of the best published surveys, on the island
 of Kea and in the southern Argolid (Cherry, Davis, and Mantzourani [1991];
 Jameson, Runnels, and Van Andel [1994]). The best surveys have produced
 broadly similar results, with population apparently increasing almost ten-fold be-
 tween 800 and 300 (and even faster in Sicily, where there was in-migration from the

 Aegean (Scheidel [2003], De Angelis [2003]).

 Figure 10
 The Estimated Population of the Greek World (including the Aegean and western

 Mediterranean), 800-300 BC

 800 700 600 500 400 300

 Years BC

 A ten-fold increase across 500 years represents growth at an average rate of over
 0.4 percent per annum. This is rapid for a premodern population (see Livi-BACCI
 [2001, Figure 1.8]), and Scheidel [2004] estimates that growth in Mediterranean
 Europe as a whole in this period was just 0.1 percent per annum. If the results in
 Figures 9 and 10 are reasonably accurate, then aggregate consumption in the Greek
 world increased fifteen- to twenty-fold between 800 and 300 - i.e., at an annual rate
 of 0.6-0.9 percent. We might compare this to aggregate growth rates of 0.5 percent
 for Holland from 1580 through 1820, and 2.5 percent for Britain 1820-1920.

 Given all the uncertainties in survey archaeology, Figure 10 may well overestimate
 demographic growth (although it could equally well underestimate it). But even if we
 slashed the estimate in half (which seems extreme), the average aggregate increase
 in consumption would still be 0.3-0.5 percent, comparable to Golden Age Holland.
 By any premodern standards, the economy performed well in archaic and classical
 Greece (see Goldstone [2002]).
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 Table 2

 Population Estimates for the Territory of Koressos on Kea

 Period Population Units

 900-700 ?100 1.0

 700-480 570-810 5.7-8.1

 480-323 1020-1455 10.0-14.5

 323-31 495-600 5.0-6.0

 Source: CHERRY, DAVIS, AND MANTZOURANI [1991, p. 340].

 Table 3

 Population Estimates for the Southern Argolid Region

 Period Population Units

 750-650 1100 1.0

 650-480 5880 5.3

 480-^c. 200 10,855 9.9
 c. 200-AD 100 4570 4.2

 Source: JAMESON, RUNNELS, AND VAN ANDEL [1994, p. 544f.].

 7 The Significance of Economic Growth in Ancient Greece

 Scholars and the public alike regularly talk of a "Greek miracle," which created
 recognizably modern forms of philosophy, history, drama, naturalistic art, and male
 democracy. This, after all, has been the main reason that European and American
 societies have devoted so many resources to the study of ancient Greece across the
 last 200 years. The arguments I have presented above raise the possibility that the
 Greek miracle - however we choose to define it - was driven by an underlying
 economic miracle.

 The only way to evaluate this idea is of course comparatively, and this time
 the most useful comparisons will be not with early-modern Europe, but with other
 ancient societies. A systematic comparison will be a very large research project, far
 beyond the scope of this essay. But a quick comparison of typical house sizes in
 Greece and the Near East suggests that while Greece did become one of the richest
 areas of the ancient world, much of its rapid growth between 800 and 300 must be

 put down to convergence, catching up with generally higher levels of consumption
 across the rest of the east Mediterranean. As noted above, the destruction of the

 Bronze Age palace centers around 1200 hit the Aegean harder than any other
 part of the east Mediterranean. In the eighteenth and seventeenth centuries BC,
 Minoan Cretan houses were roughly the same size as or slightly larger than those in
 Egypt, Babylonia, and the Levant (Whitelaw [2001, pp. 19ff.]). In the fourteenth
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 and thirteenth centuries Mycenaean houses were close to the east Mediterranean
 average. But between 1200 and 700, west Asian and Egyptian house sizes did not
 decline significantly, while Aegean houses were typically half the size they had been
 before 1200. In the fifth and particularly the fourth centuries, Greek houses pulled
 ahead of Near Eastern sizes. The mean house size in Neo- Assyrian northern Iraq in
 the eighth and seventh centuries was comparable with the Greek mean in the fourth
 century, but there was a major difference in distribution: the Assyrian mean was
 pulled up by eight palatial structures with areas of over 1000 m2 (Castel [1992]),
 while such giant buildings were very rare in Greece until the late fourth century BC.

 The subject calls for more sustained study, but it looks like much of the improve-
 ment in Greek living standards between 800 and 300 was a matter of catching up
 from the unusually deep depression after 1200. By archaic times, Greek standards
 of living were comparable with those in the Middle East; in classical times, they
 pulled ahead. The economy performed strongly, taking Greece from being the most
 depressed area in the eastern Mediterranean to being what Wrigley [1988] has
 called an advanced organic economy.

 Interestingly, classical Greek authors liked to contrast Greek poverty with Persian
 wealth, often arguing that poverty made the Greeks tough and was one of the main
 explanations for their military victory over Persia in 480. Herodotus even closed
 his account of the Persian Wars with a (surely apocryphal) story about how the
 Persians once urged their king Cyrus to move the entire population down from their
 ancestral homeland in the mountains of southwest Iran to the rich plains of Iraq.
 Cyrus refused, telling them that hard lands made hard men. The story's placement
 implies that Herodotus saw this as the moral of recent history. Yet the general picture

 of living standards in Greece and her eastern neighbors in the early fifth century
 suggests that the mean standard in Greece was at least as high as in the Persian
 Empire. The explanation probably lies in Herodotus' (and other Greeks') focus
 on the spectacular wealth of the Persian elite. After the battle of Plataea in 479,
 the Greeks could not believe the riches that the Persian general Mardonius had
 brought with him; and when Alexander conquered Persia in 334-330, he released
 previously unimagined flows of wealth from its treasure houses. He spent 9780
 talents on a single dinner for his troops; the entire annual income of the fifth-century

 Athenian Empire had been roughly 1000 talents.
 From an ancient perspective, the remarkable thing about Greek economic growth

 may not be the absolute level that consumption reached. While high by premodern
 standards, it may only have outstripped the Persian Empire by a relatively small
 amount. It may have been more unusual in the evenness of its distribution across
 the population. But this subject too requires more study.

 8 The Causes of Economic Growth in Ancient Greece

 What drove the impressive improvement in Greek standards of living between 800
 and 300? There was no technological revolution, although we can see a number
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 of small improvements accumulating across these five centuries. A generation ago
 Moses Finley [1965] argued that technology was almost stagnant in Greco-Roman
 antiquity, because slave labor was so cheap that there was no incentive to find
 economic applications for inventions. More recently historians have criticized this
 position (e.g., Greene [2000], Wilson [2002]), but the advances they point to only
 began in the third century BC, and most cluster in the Roman Empire of the first
 two centuries AD.

 The crops cultivated in Greece did not change much across the first millennium
 BC, although there is growing evidence that climatic changes starting in the ninth
 and eighth centuries made the Mediterranean environment more favorable. From
 about 1500 BC till 800, the Mediterranean experienced a Sub-Boreal climate sys-
 tem, characterized by average temperatures perhaps 2°C higher than those typical in
 recent history, and by weak westerly winds, bringing low winter rainfall. After 800,
 climate shifted toward a Sub- Atlantic pattern, with temperatures similar to those in
 recent times, and more reliable and higher winter rains (Lamb [1972]). Paleocli-
 matologist Raymond Bradley [1999, p. 15] comments that "If such a disruption
 of the climate system were to occur today, the social, economic, and political con-
 sequences would be nothing short of catastrophic." In the Mediterranean basin, the
 effects of the shift were generally positive, reducing the risk of crop failure and ac-

 celerating soil formation in what had previously been semi-arid zones (Ortolani
 and Pagliuca [2003]). In temperate Europe the shift to a Sub- Atlantic climate had
 the opposite effect, making some of the most fertile valley soils too wet and heavy
 to cultivate with primitive Iron Age tools (Bouzek [1997], Kristiansen [1998,
 pp. 28-31 and408ff.]).

 The basic techniques of plow agriculture did not change much. Iron tools were
 used across the whole period 800-300, though early on they may have been rare
 and expensive. The earliest cache of iron tools known dates around 700, but by the
 fourth century they are common on sites like Olynthus. Roads remained primitive
 until Roman times. Harbors were very simple until the fifth century, but again the

 Romans brought in the most important innovations after the second century BC.
 Ships did improve, though, particularly in the later sixth century, when broad-bodied
 specialized merchant vessels are attested. Cranes, hoists, and other lifting machinery
 also improved in the later sixth century. Methods of mining and metallurgy improved
 in classical times, although compared to the huge Roman silver mines in Spain, even
 the fourth-century silver mines of Athens seems primitive. From the third century BC
 on there were some remarkable water- and steam-powered machines. The Romans

 brought some of these into mining and water-lifting, but on the whole they remained

 elite toys.1

 Technological advances that were not directly productive, which we might classify
 as extensions of the stock of knowledge, may have been more important. After four

 1 There is a growing literature on technology. Humphrey, Oleson, and Sher-
 wood [1998] collect the main texts; Meijer and Van Nif [1992] do the same for
 transport. For general overviews, see Greene [2000], Wilson [2002], Schneider
 [2006].
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 centuries of illiteracy, the period 800-300 opened with the invention of the Greek
 alphabet. This surely made commercial activity easier, although all surviving texts
 from its first two centuries are poetic, not economic (Powell [1991]). By the late
 sixth century traders were definitely sending instructions over long distances via
 writing. The ease of the alphabet compared to most Near Eastern scripts may have
 been important: probably 10 percent of fourth-century Athenian citizens had basic
 literacy skills, as against perhaps 1 percent of Egyptians or Babylonians (HARRIS
 [1989]). Greek numeracy was also both highly developed and widely diffused by
 classical times (Netz [2002]).

 The first coins were cast in Lydia (in western Turkey) in the late seventh century,

 but the Greeks leaped on this new medium in the early sixth. The earliest issues
 probably had more political than economic functions, since they were for very large
 denominations, and made of electrum, a naturally occurring alloy of gold and silver,

 which made it hard to judge their metal value. By the late sixth century, though,
 small denomination bronze coins were circulating, which must mean that exchange

 was already becoming monetized; and coins were circulating far from the cities that
 issued them (HOWGEGO [1995], Kim [2001]).

 New Institutional Economists have generally argued that technology is as much
 a consequence as a cause of economic growth, and have sought more powerful
 explanations in the definition and enforcement of property rights and the lowering
 of transaction costs. We can trace both these processes across the ninth through
 fourth centuries. The most important of them was probably the development of
 citizenship - the idea that all locally born free men within a city-state had roughly
 equal rights and protections, regardless of wealth, birth, education, or any other
 factor. This idea was probably established in the eighth century (Morris [1987]),
 but was defined increasingly clearly across the archaic period. In seventh-century
 Athens, the rich ground down the poor into a kind of semi-serfdom, largely through

 manipulating debt. Resistance raised the costs of maintaining the system to crisis
 levels, and in 594 Solon was appointed as a mediator. The overall effect of his
 reforms was to define Athenians' rights in their own bodies, which could not longer
 be seized, and in property (Morris [2001a]). He canceled debts, did something to
 redistribute land, encouraged craftsmen to settle in Athens, and oversaw a crude
 kind of import-substitution program, banning the export of all agricultural goods
 except olive oil, in which Athens had strong comparative advantages. His laws dealt
 with inheritance, weights and measures, and marriage, as well as debt and land
 ownership; and according to Aristotle {Constitution of Athens 9 (Rhodes [1984,
 p. 50])), one of the most important things he did was to give all Athenians the right
 of appeal to large juries of hundreds of their peers. Lawgivers in other cities made
 similar reforms.

 Ideology was very important in the development of the city-state. Greek-style
 citizenship depended on certain ideas about the place of man in the cosmos that
 were absent in most ancient societies. The principle that all men were roughly
 the same within their community diminished the importance of wealth, which in
 most ancient societies was the major sociological factor. In much of the Middle
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 East, the rich had traditionally claimed special relationships with the gods, and
 could often use these relationships to generate new wealth. Greeks accepted no such
 privilege, distancing mankind from the gods. The only basis for binding decisions
 was discussion within the community. Through the archaic period citizens generally

 accepted that men with more education and leisure were the best placed to deliberate.
 Oligarchies ran the cities, although ordinary citizens retained rights of criticism and
 even resistance that would have seemed scandalous in Egypt or the Near East.
 By 500, the privileges of their weak oligarchies began to seem unacceptable to
 many Greeks. The traditional response to elite incompetence (particularly in war)
 had been a violent uprising to replace the failed oligarchs with better ones, but
 now the outcome of such revolts started to be the transfer of important questions

 to an assembly of all male citizens. This strengthening of male equality went
 hand-in-hand with strengthening the boundaries between equal men and all others:

 gender inequality and large-scale chattel slavery were hallmarks of classical Greece
 (Morris [2000]).

 In his study of cycles of economic expansion and decline in premodern societies,
 Eric Jones [2000, p. 1 87] concluded that "Perhaps growth can occur only within an

 Optimality band' where factor and commodity markets are freed and the government
 is neither too grasping nor too weak." Classical Greek cities (oligarchies as well as
 democracies) are outstanding examples of such an optimality band. Their institutions

 guaranteed citizens' security in their own bodies and their property. The rich might
 find it easier to win and then enforce favorable decisions than did the poor, but
 the wealthy citizens' advantage was smaller than in other ancient or medieval
 societies. The main worry in Athenian literature is in fact that the poor would use
 democracy to plunder the rich. All of this literature was written by rich, educated
 men, but much of it was produced for delivery before large juries of poor citizens,

 suggesting that this was not simply an upper-class obsession. However, just as in
 nineteenth-century England, the fear proved misplaced, and juries respected property

 rights.

 The most important factor in the Greek cities was not formal democratic con-
 stitutions, but the beliefs and institutions of male egalitarianism. Citizens held that
 direct taxes were tyrannical, and that state institutions (which should do little ex-
 cept organize religion, war, and law) should pay for themselves from indirect taxes
 (Andreades [1933] remains the best survey of Greek public finance). Fortunately
 for this philosophy, the volume of inter-state trade was high, and harbor dues and
 market levies covered most costs until the fifth century.

 There is no sign that Greeks consciously thought along these lines, but institutions
 and ideologies did combine to create secure property rights, and geopolitical factors
 encouraged large-scale inter-regional trade. The population of the Aegean began
 growing in the eighth century. A few Greeks were already familiar with southern
 Italy and Sicily from trade, and thousands of them now moved west to settle. The
 earliest colonial site was Pithekoussai near Naples, around 750. By 700 it had
 a population of at least 4000. In the 730s Greeks settled in eastern Sicily. Although
 initial settlements generally consisted of just a few hundred men, natural population
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 increase, intermarriage with natives, and continued emigration from the Aegean
 combined to create a population of 500,000 or more western Greeks by the fifth
 century. The land they took had a higher proportion of arable and more reliable
 rainfall than that they left behind, and by 500 roughly twice as much arable land
 was under Greek control as in 750 (De Angelis [2000]). The western foundations
 were in constant contact with the Aegean, and there is a little evidence that even
 before 700 some of them were exploiting their hinterlands to produce crops to sell
 back to the Aegean (De Angelis [2002]). The colonial movement opened up huge
 new possibilities for exploiting comparative advantages, with Sicily exporting grain
 to densely settled areas like Athens, which could increasingly concentrate on higher
 value crops like olives and wine, and petty commodity production. In the sixth and
 fifth centuries the Crimea and Ukraine were drawn into the Greek system as suppliers

 of food, and Turkey and the Balkans as suppliers of slaves. The territory controlled
 by Greeks in the fourth century could not have fed three million or more people
 without extensive trade exploiting its ecological differences, and a relationship with
 a broader non-Greek world in which Greeks imported food and slaves and exported
 value-added goods.
 Geopolitical pressures continued to stimulate economic development. In 483,

 when it became clear that Persia was about to invade the Aegean, Athens built
 a large war fleet, and in 481 Sparta organized an anti-Persian alliance. The Greeks
 repulsed the attack, but by 478 everyone was aware that the only way to keep Persia
 out of the Aegean was through a continuing multi-city naval alliance. Sparta had no
 interest in this, so Athens took over. To pay for the fleet - the most expensive military
 force Greece had ever seen - the Athenian statesman Aristides set contributions for

 each city, either in ships and crews or in money. The allies thought the assessments
 were extraordinarily fair, but found payments in cash more acceptable than payments
 in labor. During the 470s most cities went over to money payments. The tribute that
 the cities paid was effectively a tax. We know nothing about how the cities raised
 the money, but the silence of the sources on this subject probably means that it was
 in accepted, traditional ways; and the accepted way to raise money, as noted above,
 was through indirect taxes on trade. The fifth-century Athenian Empire provided
 low-cost security for the Aegean, created the first effective tax system, and rapidly
 advanced monetization (Morris [2001b]). Tens of thousands of men served in the
 fleet each year, and were paid in coin. According to Herodotus, Persians saw the
 agora - a central market in each town - as a particularly Greek institution, and
 excavations at Himera (destroyed in 409) and Olynthos (destroyed in 348) suggest
 that shops were common even in second-rank cities, with households combining
 petty commodity production, retailing, and agricultural activities in very different
 ways (see particularly Cahill [2002]). As the fifth century went on, Athens imposed
 uniform coinage, weights, and measures (probably to facilitate collection of tribute:
 Figueira [1998]). Athens' harbor in the Piraeus emerged as a central marketplace,
 where almost anything could be bought or sold. And even though Athens' defeat
 in 404 ended the Empire, the underlying trends were strong, and continued through
 the fourth century.
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 9 Standards of Living and Population Growth

 It is easy enough to trace the development of institutions and ideas that favored
 economic growth between 800 and 300. For the first half of this period, Greeks
 lived in a power vacuum, with no imperial states threatening them. They had the
 luxury of developing an ideology of male egalitarianism, and strengthening citizens'
 liberties and property rights, even when that meant weakening state power. In fact,
 rulers became so weak vis-à-vis citizens that by 500 male democracies emerged.
 Pressure from Persia (and, in the west, from Carthage) forced states to centralize
 after 500, but by then property rights and civic freedoms were firmly established, and

 growing state power in fact encouraged economic expansion by reducing transaction
 costs. In the fourth century Greek standards of living surpassed those of any other
 ancient society of the time, and the fruits of their economy's performance also seem
 to have been distributed more evenly than was normal.
 I have suggested that much of the rate of increase in Greek consumption -
 equaling that of early-modern Holland in aggregate terms, if the calculations in
 sections 4-6 are roughly correct - can be explained through convergence, with
 Greece having diverged from its long-term growth path after 1200, and catching
 back up with it between 800 and 500. 1 assessed the significance of Greek economic
 growth by broadening the framework of analysis to make comparisons with the
 ancient Near East. I want to conclude this paper by broadening the framework in
 a different direction, looking at Greek economic performance between 800 and 300
 against the background of very long-term trends from 3000 BC through AD 1000.
 This comparison remains impressionistic at the moment, but raises some interesting
 issues.

 When we make these very long-term comparisons, we find that the remarkable
 combination of rapid population growth and rising per capita levels of consumption
 was not unique to the period 800-300 BC. In fact, there were two other major
 episodes. The first was on Crete between 2000 and 1500 BC, and the second
 in all the Greek regions of the east Mediterranean between AD 300 and 550.
 Although detailed collection and study of the data may lead to other conclusions,
 it currently seems as if neither of these expansions was quite as dramatic as the
 archaic-classical episode; but both are nonetheless striking. The first saw rapid
 demographic growth, large and luxurious houses, a well fed population, and the
 rise of the first powerful states in the Aegean, focused on magnificent palaces
 like Knossos (Branigan [2001]). The second saw population recovering from its
 depressed state under the early Roman Empire, a revival of trade and urbanism
 after the third-century AD Germanic raids, another phase of large and luxurious
 houses, and an extraordinary florescence of church-building (RANDSBORG [1991,
 pp. 44-53]).

 The most interesting thing about this long-term comparison is how different the
 three cases are in sociological terms. Minoan Crete was dominated by redistributive
 palaces, running much of the economy through bureaucracies issuing central com-
 mands. Many, or even most, Minoan peasants were tied to the palaces in relations of
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 dependence (Bennet [2006]). The situation in archaic and classical Greece, which
 I described in section 8 above, was very different: the social structure was dominated
 by independent citizen farmers, owning their own land, paying minimal taxes, and
 often even running their states as democracies. Late Roman Greece, finally, was
 different again. It was moving toward becoming a theocratic empire. A massively
 wealthy aristocracy and an even wealthier Church owned vast estates, on which for-
 merly free citizens were rapidly being ground down into serfdom (Haldon [2004]).
 Yet in all three cases, Greeks experienced not only rising population but also rising
 standards of living. Why?
 The answer may be that the precise forms of the institutions and ideologies that

 Greeks developed actually did not matter very much. If, as demographers generally
 assert, population growth is a prime mover driven largely by changes in the disease
 pool that are beyond human control (see Scheidel [2004]), the lesson of Greek
 history might be that when hungry mouths demanded food, human ingenuity found
 adequate responses. In each case, the responses were different, and path-dependent.
 It was out of the question that fourth-century AD Greeks would reinvent classical
 democracy: they had to deal with emperors, an institutionalized army, threatening
 Germanic and Persian neighbors, and an increasingly powerful Church. They acted
 within the beliefs and institutions that currently existed.

 When population was high, standards of living were high; when population was
 low, standards of living were low too. As a closing hypothesis, I suggest that the
 Greeks' main comparative advantage in the technological and political context of
 the premodern Mediterranean was their geographic location. Their heavily indented
 coastline made maritime activity easy; their splintered landscape with tiny plains
 also made it necessary if communities were to grow beyond the Neolithic level.
 When population grew within Greece, it forced people to take advantage of these
 conditions; and when population was high in Greece it was also high in the larger
 east Mediterranean, providing opportunities for Greeks to expand their activities
 into larger markets, fueling increasingly complex divisions of labor and rising liv-
 ing standards, feeding back to encourage further population growth in an upward
 spiral. The first and last episodes of economic expansion ended with massive shocks
 to the system, jolting them out of their growth trends. The second-millennium BC
 Cretan episode ended around 1500 with the destruction of nearly all Minoan centers,
 possibly associated with an invasion from the Mycenaean mainland; and the Myce-
 naeans' own period of expansion ended with the still more violent destructions and
 dislocations around 1200 (Gitin, Amizar, and Stern [1998]). The late Roman
 episode ended with terrible plagues sweeping through the Balkans in the 580s and
 after. Population tumbled, and in the 630s Arab armies overran most of the Greek ter-

 ritories in western Asia and Egypt (Haldon [1990]). The archaic-classical episode,
 on the other hand, petered out into stagnation in the third century BC before slowly
 declining in the second and first centuries BC. The turning point was Alexander
 the Great's conquest of Persia: tens of thousands of Greeks emigrated to the new
 world between 330 and 250, drawing the economic center of gravity to the east.
 After 250 population fell in the Aegean and social polarization increased, before
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 the Roman invasions of the second and first centuries BC thoroughly devastated the
 region.

 It would be a mistake to conclude that institutions, ideologies, and state structures
 - history, in short - did not matter. The culture that Greeks developed at the end
 of their Dark Age proved unusually well suited to exploiting favorable economic
 and climatic conditions. Property rights were strong, citizens' freedoms were well
 developed, intellectual life was vigorous, and transaction costs were relatively low.
 And, as the bitter experience of later Mediterranean societies demonstrates, rapa-
 cious rulers acting like roving bandits (see Olson [2000]) could easily have kept
 Greece out of the optimality band. But on the other hand, the long-term history of
 Greece from 3000 BC through AD 1000 also suggests that much of the economic
 miracle of the first millennium BC was driven by forces that the Greeks themselves
 did not control.

 10 Conclusion

 I have argued ten connected points:
 (1) Contrary to what historians regularly assert, we can use archaeological evi-

 dence to document the performance of ancient economies, via standards of living.
 (2) In Greece, standards of living rose significantly between 800 and 300 BC.
 (3) From these changes, we can infer that by 300 BC, per capita consumption had

 increased to somewhere between 150 and 200 percent of its 800 BC level.
 (4) Aggregate consumption increased fifteen-fold across the same period.
 (5) The Greek economy performed spectacularly well: in aggregate terms, it is

 comparable to the gains made in early-modern Holland.
 (6) Much of this improvement in performance can be explained through conver-

 gence: Greek living standards had sunk to unusually low levels after 1200 BC.
 (7) However, by the fourth century BC Greece probably did have higher per

 capita consumption than other Mediterranean societies, and also enjoyed a more
 even distribution of material goods than other societies.

 (8) There are two major sets of proximate causes for this strong performance: first,

 the creation of unique notions of citizenship, which fostered strong property rights
 and states operating in what Eric Jones calls an "optimality band"; and second, the
 development of strong comparative advantages, beginning with the Greek settlement
 of Sicily and southern Italy.

 (9) However, comparison of archaic-classical Greece with Minoan Crete and
 late Roman Greece encourages speculation on deeper causes of economic growth:
 despite wildly different social structures, political hierarchies, and belief systems,
 all three societies responded to population growth in ways that raised standards of
 living.

 (10) The details of institutions and ideologies may have mattered less than
 Greece's geographic position, which was well suited to acting as a trading mid-
 dleman in times of high population density.
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